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On the basis, and in accordance with the patent "Method for Prevention of Catastrophes and
Device for its Realization", and other of his inventions, where normalization of the controlling impulse is
performed, which is generated by a person in the form of an element of his consciousness, in the form of
a glow of the thought, Grigori Grabovoi has created the Device of development of concentrations of
eternal life PRK-1U of three-modes. In this device, the principle of similarity to human body is laid in. It
consists in the fact, that the device itself has two switches, but at the same time, three modes are
operating. The analogy consists in the fact that different thoughts are born and realized in the human
body, but at the same time, the bodyweight does not increase. The device has functions of artificial
intelligence.
- The first mode - is universal.
- The second mode - is to enhance the stationary phase of reality.
- The third mode - is to enhance the dynamic phase of reality (impulse-periodic).
The impulse-periodic mode is enabled by the very circuit of the device without the switch.
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Information before using the device
The Device of development of concentrations of eternal life PRK-1U of three-modes.
Before using the Device of development of concentrations of eternal life PRK-1U of three-modes, read
the user's manual for this device and the device description at the web page https://pr.grigorigrabovoi.world/index.php/technical-devices/prk-1u
The description at the given web page is available in English, German, French, Serbian, Russian.
Safety and operation:
Please follow the link https://pr.grigori-grabovoi.world/index.php/technical-devices/prk-1u
WARNING:
To avoid electrical short circuits and related consequences, including possible fire of the device element
at the point of electrical short circuit, do not expose the device to moisture.
Avoid dropping the device from a great height.
Norms:
The information on standards, certificates, conformity marks, patent protection, trademarks related to the
Device of development of concentrations of eternal life PRK-1U of three-modes can be found on the
device itself, in the documentation provided in the packaging box and on the official website
https://pr.grigori-grabovoi.world
Republic of Serbia and the European Union. Information on recycling:
A crossed-out garbage container sign on the device and in the documentation indicates that in accordance
with local laws and regulations this product should be disposed of separately from household waste.
The power adapter meets the requirements:
"On safety of low-voltage equipment" and "Electromagnetic compatibility of technical equipment."
Individual device data:
The model number and individual serial number of the device are located on the rear panel of the device.
Use these numbers if you need to contact the manufacturer whose address and website are available on
the rear panel of the device.
Materials used and tests:
Safe materials are used in the device. It has elements and soldering materials that do not contain lead or
other harmful substances.
Each component of each part of the device is carefully evaluated for environmental safety.
Every device is tested for at least 24 hours of continuous operation prior to the beginning of operation in
each of the three operating modes of the device, which guarantees normal performance of the device.
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Instruction on turning the device on
Plug the device in to the electrical grid.
The device is being turned off when the device button (1) is in the position «downward».
Photo 1: The device is turned off.

In order to turn the device on it is necessary to switch the button (1) to upward position.

While doing so, pay attention to the position of the button (2), since depending on it a certain mode of the
device would be turned on. If the button (2) is in the downward position (Photo 2), the device will be
turned on in the first mode, if it is in the upward position (Photo 3), the device will be turned on in the
third mode.
Photo 2: The first mode is turned on. Button (2) is in the position «downward».
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Photo 3: The third mode is turned on. Button (2) is in the position «upward».

If the device was turned on in the third mode (Photo 3), then by switching the button (2) to downward
position it is possible to transfer to the first mode of the device operation (Photo 2).

If it is necessary to turn the device on in the second mode, then in order to start it needs to be turned on in
the first mode (Photo 2), and then switch the button (2) to upward position (Photo 4).

Photo 4: Turning the second mode on. It is performed from the first mode. Button (2) to the position
«upward».

In order to determine the mode of the device operation at the given moment, it is sufficient to take a look
at the button of switching the modes (2).
If the button (2) is not glowing, it means that the device is operating in the first mode (Photo 2).
If the button (2) is glowing, the device is operating in the second mode (Photo 4).
If the button (2) is blinking, the device is operating in the third mode. Also, in the third mode, blinking
inside the device is visible.
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Description of the Device of development of concentrations of eternal life
PRK-1U of three-modes
Development of concentrations providing for eternal life for all is carried out by the concentration of
attention on the receiver of generated bio-signal and in the same time control for achieving result of the
concentrations. It is known in psychology that the longer the concentration is carried out, the faster the
goal is achieved, and the events are optimized.
The device, in addition to this factor of psychology, according to the law of universal connections has a
control of the goal of concentration through superposition of the fields from generation of the bio-signal,
electromagnetic fields. Device develops concentrations of constructively creative control.
The device has been created by Grigori Grabovoi on the bases on his two currently effective patented
inventions: “Method of prevention of catastrophes and the device for its realization” and “Information
transmission system”.
In the patent “Information transmission system” has been written that it is known in the theory of wave
synthesis that a thought generated emission may exist in two quantum states simultaneously. One of these
states is located on the sensor element of the transmitter of the signals and another on the receiver of the
signals. This makes it possible to create devices for ensuring eternal life, which interact with thinking. In
the patented inventions of Grigori Grabovoi it is written that human operator generates information in the
form of the emission of thought. In order to activate the function of the device “PRK - 1U” a person
concentrates emission of creative thought on the lenses located on the upper surface of the device.

Thought contains a goal of concentration. The action of concentration for the current and future time is
made on the sensor element of the transmitter of signals consisting of lenses. Circular movements of
concentrations, starting from lens of smaller diameter are carried out counter-clockwise above the lenses
of bigger diameter.
At concentrations related to the events of the past, the circular motion of the thought of concentration has
been performed clockwise, starting from the smaller lens to the larger lens. And the ray of concentration
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in this case hasn't been on the top, as in the case of concentrations for the current and future time, but
from the inner optical assembly of the device.
In accordance with the system of transmission of information, described in the patent, second quantum
state of thought is projected onto the receiver of signals, which is arranged in the form of the optical
apparatus inside the device.

Realization of the method of normalization, during the concentration, described in the patent “Method for
Prevention of Catastrophes and Device for its Realization” is carried out by superposition of the fields
from generation of the bio-signal, electromagnetic fields. In addition to the factor of psychology
according to the law of action of universal connections, a control of the goal of concentration is added.
The device universally operates for development of the following concentrations that provide for eternal
life:
Controlling 1:
Development of concentrations of eternal life for any event.
Controlling 2:
Development of concentrations of eternal life for the controlling clairvoyance.
Controlling 3:
Development of concentrations of eternal life for the controlling forecasting.
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Controlling 4:
Development of concentrations of eternal life for rejuvenation.
By developing the concentrations of eternal life, with the help of the device, the realizable
technologies need to be mastered with the spiritual development or with the controlling
clairvoyance. In order to be able to do the same, including the processes of protection and
normalization of health, with concentrations of your consciousness.
The Inventor of the device “PRK – 1U” is:
Grigori Petrovich Grabovoi
The Producer of the device is:
The Individual Entrepreneur "GRIGORII GRABOVOI PR KONSALTING TECHNOLOGIES OF
ETERNAL DEVELOPMENT", operates acting on the basis of the Certificate of State Registration of the
physical natural person Grigori Grabovoi as the Individual Entrepreneur №63983276 issued on 21 September
2015 by the Agency for the registration of enterprises Business Registers Agency of the Republic of Serbia.
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Information on certificates, patents and trademarks
The Device of development of concentrations of eternal life PRK-1 of three-modes has undergone the
electromagnetic compatibility testing in the National Laboratory "Idvorsky Laboratories"
(http://www.idvorsky.com), in the National Institution "Institute Mihailo Pupin" (IMP)
(http://www.pupin.rs/en/home/), which is subordinate to the Ministry of Science of the Republic of
Serbia.
The electromagnetic compatibility testing of the Device of development of concentrations of eternal life
PRK-1U of three-modes have been undergone in the "Idvorsky Laboratories" in full compliance with the
Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive of the European Union. Therefore, the obtained certificate on
the normal parameters of the device PRK-1U, issued by the "Idvorsky Laboratories", under the European
Union Directives in accordance with the International law, allows to place the CE marking on the device.
The "Idvorsky Laboratories" has been appointed by the Ministry of Economy of Serbia to issue such
certificates for sales of devices with characteristics within the framework of the European Union
Directives, therefore, there are no restrictions on the use of the devices PRK-1U in the European Union.
The "Idvorsky Laboratories" report in English on the testing of the Device of development of
concentrations of eternal life PRK-1U of three-modes, with the conclusion that the characteristics of this
device meet the standards of the European Union is given on the website, which is written on the rear
panel of the device, on the website page:
https://pr.grigori-grabovoi.world/images/PRK1U/Certificates/EMC_Test_Report_Idvorski_Lab_en.pdf.
The Device of development of concentrations of eternal life PRK-1U of three-modes has undergone
comprehensive safety testing in the ANL laboratory and has been awarded a certificate from the Institute
of Nuclear Sciences "Vinča" (https://www.vin.bg.ac.rs). On the first page of the report, there is the CE
marking, which relates to the whole device, together with a mains power plug with an adapter. The
photograph of the device with the CE marking is on the first page of the report documentation.
The ANL laboratory report in English on the testing of the Device of development of concentrations of
eternal life PPK-1U of three-modes, with the conclusion that the characteristics of this device meet the
standards of the European Union, is available at the website, written on the rear panel of the device, on
the website page:
https://pr.grigori-grabovoi.world/images/PRK1U/Certificates/Test_Report_AN_LAB_CO.pdf
Certificates, obtained on the basis of these reports, are given on the website page:
https://pr.grigori-grabovoi.world/index.php/certificates-of-compliance-prk-1u
The data on the inventions, with patent protection numbers, are written on the device housing:
«Patent pending: 2148845; 2163419; 62673151».
The device is manufactured under the trademarks GRABOVOI ® and GRIGORI GRABOVOI ®.
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Evidence of operability of PRK-1U
On the issue of operability of the Device of development of concentrations PRK-1U, it is reported, that
operability of this device of development of concentrations of eternal life is objectively established by the
following:
1. Physical-mathematical theory, mathematical calculations, results of experiments, confirmed by
numerous doctors of physical-mathematical and technical sciences, who are members of the editorial
board of the journal "Electronic Equipment", and the published in the same magazine:
https://licenzija8.wordpress.com/science/
2. Patents for inventions by Grigori Grabovoi: https://licenzija8.wordpress.com/patents/
3. Video protocols of testing of the device with good systematic results, that all the registered participants
of testing, without exception, 128 participants, have performed:
https://pr.grigori-grabovoi.world/index.php/technical-devices/video-testimonials
4. Signed protocols of successful testing of the device:
http://pr.grigori-grabovoi.world/index.php/technical-devices/written-testimonials
5. A period of more than four years with hundreds of testing and operation of the device without negative
results, with numerous positive results:
http://educenter.grigori-grabovoi.world/course/index.php?categoryid=30

Results of using the Device of development of concentrations of eternal life
PRK-1U
A short collection of results of using the Device of development of concentrations of eternal life PRK-1U.
Part 1 and part 2 can be downloaded on the links:
https://pr.grigori-grabovoi.world/index.php/technical-devices/testimonies-prk-1u
http://educenter.grigori-grabovoi.world/course/index.php?categoryid=30

Methodologies of working with the Device of development of
concentrations of eternal life PRK-1U
Methods of use consist in: concentration on the goal of controlling 1, 2, 3, 4 is carried out within the time
interval from 1 to 3 minutes, and if necessary longer, without the turned on device and when the device is
turned on. The results are compared in terms of effect of development of concentrations which provide
for eternal life. This effect is used for the development of concentrations on specified directions through
repeated use of the device.
1. Development of concentrations of eternal life for rejuvenation.
1.1 Concentration can be performed for one's own rejuvenation, and then for rejuvenation of others. If
You consider, that You are young, and that You still do not need to rejuvenate, then this concentration
should be performed as training. In order that in the future, when You do wish to rejuvenate yourself, You
will already know how to do it.
Method:
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During this concentration, the desired age can be imagined, and during concentrations, it can be felt up to
the level of real perception of oneself in that age.
1.2. Even young people need to practice this concentration, since it is necessary for the future, so that one
can get rejuvenated at any time. I.e., we need to start learning since being young. In this concentration, it
is necessary to focus attention on the spine. And to imagine numbers 498 by the spinal column. In this
manner, it is necessary to get rejuvenated using the glowing of these numbers. I.e., the light from the
numbers goes to and into the spine, and through the spine it is necessary to get rejuvenated fully.
1.3. The matter of eternal life generated by the device comes out from the space between the lenses. It is
emitted from the space between the lenses. It is necessary to bring out the matter of eternal life into the
coccygeal region of spine, so that the matter of eternal life passes up to the brain, and at the same time
from the small lens, the other part of the matter has to, through the right and the left eye, join the matter
from the coccyx, thus closing the circuit.
1.4. It is necessary to bring out the matter of eternal life from the central space between the lenses, to
bring it out straight into the brain. From there - into the bone marrow (of the limbs). And through the
bone marrow - into each cell of the body.
2. Development of concentrations of eternal life for any event.
1. At first, it is necessary to concentrate on a local region of one's body, for example, for normalizing.
Then, the same concentration can be done for other regions.
Further on, one can concentrate on any event.
2. In this concentration, it is necessary to transfer some element of consciousness into the infinite future,
and from this infinite future to see that those events, that you have planned, are realized. For example,
you, as if, look at the past, and there, the planned events have been realized, the same here:
- you look from the future to the past, which is the present, but it is the past in relation to the future. Or,
the future, that is more distant, it is also - one future element, the other for the following future - is past.
Accordingly, it is necessary to look, as if, backwards. And, from the infinite future, it is necessary to look
backwards and to see that the intended events have been realized.
3. Development of concentrations of eternal life for controlling clairvoyance
At first, it is necessary to use controlling clairvoyance, looking at, in the current time, the room or the
place You have left, or in which You have been a few hours ago.
Then, controlling clairvoyance in relation to any event can be used, and it is preferable, to set the goal of
controlling, that You really need to have in realization.
Recommendations:
During looking at events, in using the concentration for controlling clairvoyance, the events can be at the
same time corrected, if necessary. Since the controlling clairvoyance differs from ordinary clairvoyance
in the fact, that in using controlling clairvoyance, simultaneously with looking at events, a correction of
events, if necessary, is realized for providing for eternal life.

4. Development of concentrations of eternal life for controlling forecasting.
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In controlling for controlling forecasting, the goal of controlling is also laid in to develop, with help of the
device, consciousness and spirit in such measure, that eventually it is possible to manage further on
without the device, using only the developed spirit and consciousness.
Method:
In this concentration, it is necessary to look at one's infinite future, eternal future and to see in this eternal
future, for example, in a million years from now, basically, at any point of the infinite future, to see
specifically some of one's own events. To see what exactly you are doing there. And while doing so, it is
necessary to diagnose, from the current time, one's cellular composition, i.e. body cells, functions of the
organism. To diagnose, and make sure that all is normal in that infinite future. It is better to create the
norm right off in the current time.
Other methodologies of working with PRK-1U are posted on the Internet on the webpage
http://educenter.grigori-grabovoi.world/course/index.php?categoryid=29
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Justified price of the Sublicense Agreement for the EP with PRK-1U
Upon the Sublicense Agreement for the object of intellectual property, it is informed: the provided for
using intellectual property contains all the materials of the Education Program in different languages on
flashcard, including the new, assembling of the PRK-1U device with individual optical data, providing for
the right to use PRK-1U for 4 years and further on; providing for the right to use web account with the
doubling and amplifying device PRK-1U for 4 years, providing for the 4-years access to the Library of
the Education Center which contains all the materials of the Education Program, and with constantly
uploaded all the new materials by G.P. Grabovoi.
Price of the materials, uploaded on the flashcard, for the price for which they are being successfully sold
at Amazon for several years, in internet shops www.ggrig.com, www.grigiri-grabovoi.center, i.e. it is the
real market value of the materials of the Education Program of 10280 euros. The access to the Library of
the Education Center for 4 years is estimated by comparable price. Since by the selling, realized on the
website www.grigori-grabovoi.world, there are the data, that yearly subscription to the Library of the
Education Center costs 2500 euros, therefore the amount of subscription for 4 years is, accordingly,
10000 euros.
The assembling of the PRK-1U device with individual optical data, providing for the right to use PRK-1U
for 4 years and further on, and also, providing for the right to use web account with the doubling and
amplifying PRK-1U device for 4 years, contain the comparable expenses. These expenses contain labour
cost of physical-mathematical account, of programming, cost value of delivery, assembling and other
works. In total, a comparable price is obtained.
Thus, for the price of the agreement, the package of the much higher value is given, considering also the
constant updating of the Library of the Education Center, and the possibility of adding modifications of
the device.
In accordance with the expert approach to the evaluation of intellectual property of B.B. Leontiev the
following is established:
Any object of intellectual property should be understood as an independent and integrated in the business
system of knowledge. Each object of property combines qualities that make it possible to distinguish it
not only by type and category, for example, an intellectual property, patent, know-how, technology
transfer, regulated by the articles of the civil code, but also to identify it from the legal position and taking
into account the amount of benefits received from it. Any qualitative result of intellectual activity in the
sphere of public relations becomes an object of intellectual property, which has at least three groups of
criteria: technical (or artistic), legal and economic.
Initially, the object of property is characterized by technical quality content, which allows to evaluate it in
terms of functional use. These are the basic technical qualities: functional suitability, wear out, resource.
The suitability of all the works by Grigori Grabovoi is proved by the results of the works, which are
formally documented and given in the three-volume “Practice of Control. The Way of Salvation”. There
is no wear out of the works by Grigori Grabovoi from the point of view of their repeated reading, since
there are numerous evidences that after repeated and many times reading of the works by Grigori
Grabovoi, the technologies given in the works are mastered more profoundly, and moreover, the material
is understood in new ways. This happens in connection with the ideology and practice of ensuring eternal
life for all that is embedded in the texts of the works by Grigori Grabovoi, working with which brings the
result of ensuring eternal life without time restriction. This also proves that the works by Grigori
Grabovoi have an endless resource.
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Suitability of the Device of development of concentrations PRK-1U is established by the following:
1. The data, given in the section "Evidence of operability of the device" in this Brochure.
2. The wear out of the Device of development of concentrations PRK-1U in connection with the materials
used is insignificant.
3. The resource of the Device of development of concentrations PRK-1U is unlimited in time, since the
device develops concentrations based on the current level of development of concentrations during the
use of the device.
4. Further, the object of property is characterized by space-temporal criteria in the sphere of law and
economics. Economic and legal relations are interdependent and it is not appropriate to consider them
separately.
In the sphere of right, the space characteristic is the territory of the action, the temporary one is the term
of validity, which determine the parameters of the civil turnover of this object of right. The main legal
characteristic of the object of property is the quality of legal protection, from which the potential for
qualitative protection follows. The more quality legal protection is provided, the more effective protection
of this object of property from dishonest users can be. Protection is laid at the stage of creating the object
and is strengthened at the stage of its use. However, it is often necessary to protect from encroachment the
most attractive objects of property at the creation stage, but more often still at the stage of use. The spacetime mode of security and protection is more urgent the higher the quality of the content of the object of
ownership is, that is, the more effective is its technical content, which is always primary. Therefore,
highly qualified engineers and scientists should work in contact with highly qualified patent experts,
patent attorneys and lawyers, to ensure that the high legal quality of protection, which is assigned to this
object, corresponds to high technical quality. The legal envelope of the object of property, expressed by
the modes of security and protection of the object, personifies the idea of justice in it. As the facts show,
Grigori Grabovoi took into account the above data defending his intellectual property.
The works by Grigori Grabovoi are protected by registration in various structures for copyright
registration including the Copyright Registration Office of the Library of Congress of USA: TX 7-324403 dated 06 February 2008, ТХu 1-607-600 of 08 February 2008, TX 7-049-203 of February 12, 2008,
TX 6-975-628 of February 13, 2008 (view data on the official site in a network of the Internet:
ТХ0006975628/2008-02-13), TXu 1 — 789-751 of 25 July 2011. The address of the official site, the
Copyright office of the Library of Congress containing the registration data http://www.cocatalog.log.gov
Address of the Copyright office of the Library of Congress of the United States of America is Library of
Congress United States, the Copyright Office, 101 Independence Avenue SE Washington, DC 205596000.
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Form of the Agreement of Agency for the right to organize Sublicense
Agreements for the EP with PRK-1U
UGOVOR O NALOGU broj ____________
Beograd

AGREEMENT OF AGENCY № _____________
Belgrade

«______»________________20____.
Individualni
preduzetnik
«Grigorii
Grabovoi
PR
KONSALTING
TECHNOLOGIES
OF
ETERNAL
DEVELOPMENT», koji obavlja svoju delatnot na osnovu
potvrde o državnoj registraciji fizičkog lica Grigorii Grabovoi
kao individualnog preduzetnika od 21. septembra 2015.
godine broj 63983276 izdatog od strane Agencije za
priredne registre Republike Srbije, u daljem tekstu «Davalac
naloga», sa jedne strane, i
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
____________________________________________
u daljem tekstu
«Primalac naloga», sa druge strane,
zajedno u daljem tekstu Strane,
zaključili su ovaj
građansko-pravni ugovor kako sledi:
1. PREDMET UGOVORA
1.1. Davalac naloga daje nalog, a Primalac naloga se
obavezuje da u ime Davaoca naloga izvrši sledede:
1.1.1. Da organizuje plasman i potpisivanje ugovoara o
sublicenci za korišdenje Obrazovnog Programa po Učenju
Grigorija Grabovoja sa uređajem za razvoj koncentracije
PRK-1U.
1.1.2. Da vrši prevođenje, sprovodi testiranje PRK-1U,
obavlja konsultacije sa Korisnikom podlicence do ispunjenja
uslova ugovora, da organizuje isplate.
1.1.3. Da pronalazi fizička i pravna licia – potencijalne
Korisnike podlicence preko Internet resursa i na druge
načine.
1.1.4. Da organizuje potpisivanje sa Davaocem naloga
ugovora o podlicenci za korišdenje dela Grigorija Grabovoja
za održavanje seminara po njima, njihovog izdavanja, za
korišdenje njegovih robnih znakova GRABOVOI® i GRIGORI
GRABOVOI®.
1.2. Da redovno i ažurno predaje izveštaje Davaocu naloga
o svome tekudem radu i o rezultatima toga rada. Da za
realizaciju ugovora o podlicenci snosi solidarnu
odgovornost sa Davaocem naloga, koji nastupa kao Davalac
podlicence, proporcionalnu isplatama Primaocu naloga.

«______»________________20____.
Individual Entrepreneur “Grigorii Grabovoi PR KONSALTING
TECHNOLOGIES OF ETERNAL DEVELOPMENT”, acting on the
basis of the certificate of state registration of individual
Grigorii Grabovoi as an individual entrepreneur of
September 21, 2015 No. 63983276, issued by Business
Registration Agency of the Republic of Serbia, hereinafter
referred to as the “Principal” on the one hand, and

2. PRAVA I OBAVEZE STRANA
2.1. Davalac naloga zadržava pravo da sklapa ugovore o
nalogu sa tredim licima.
2.2. Primalac naloga ima pravo da realizuje nalog koji mu je
dat po ovom ugovoru na teritoriji zemalja Evropske Unije:
Belgije, Federativne Republike Nemačke, Italije,

2. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES
2.1. The Principal reserves the right to enter into an agency
contract with a third party.
2.2. The Attorney has the right to perform the assignment,
given to him under this agreement, on the territory of the
European Union: Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany,

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
hereinafter referred to as the “Attorney”, on the other
hand, collectively referred to as Parties, have concluded this
civil Agreement as follows:
1. THE SUBJECT OF THE AGREEMENT
1.1. The Principal entrusts and the attorney undertakes to
perform on behalf of the Principal the following:
1.1.1. Organize promotion and signing of the sublicense
Agreement for the use of the Education Program on the
Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi with Device of Development
of Concentrations PRK-1U
1.1.2. Provide translation, testing of PRK-1U, consult the
Sub-Licensee until fulfillment of the conditions of the
Agreement and arrange payments.
1.1.3. Carry out searches for individuals and legal entities potential Sub-Licensees through Internet resources and in
other ways.
1.1.4. Organize the signing of sublicense agreements with
the Principal on the use of the works of Grigori Grabovoi for
conduction of seminars, publishing, and on the use of his
trademarks GRABOVOI® and GRIGORI GRABOVOI®.
1.2. Carry out regular and timely reporting to the Principal
on the current activities and the results of these activities.
Be held responsible, pro rata to the payments to the
Attorney, for the implementation of the sublicense
agreements jointly with the Principal acting as a Licensee.
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Luksemburga, Holandije, Francuske, Velike Britanije,
Danske, Irske, Grčke, Portugala, Španije, Austrije, Finske,
Švedske, Mađarske, Kipra , Letonije, Latvije, Malte, Poljske,
Slovačke, Slovenije, Češke, Estonije, Bugarske, Rumunije,
Hrvatske, kao i Srbije, SAD, Južne Amerike, Indije, Japana,
Kine i Australije.
2.3. Davalac naloga je obavezan da ako je to potrebno izda
Primaocu naloga ovlašdenje za obavljanje radnji
predviđenih tačkom 1.1 ovog ugovora.
3. CENA USLUGA I NAČIN ISPLATE
3.1. Naknada Primaoca naloga iznosi 10% , porez i doprinosi
uključeni, prihoda Davaoca naloga od svih ugovora o
podlicenci, realizovanih preko Primaoca naloga. Isplata
naknade vrši se posle ispunjenja uslova ugovora o
podlicenci.
4. ROK VAŽENjA UGOVORA I NAČIN NjEGOVOG RASKIDA
4.1. Ovaj Ugovor stupa na snagu od momenta njegovog
zaključivanja i važi tri godine.
4.2. Ovaj ugovor može biti prevremeno raskinut prema
zajedničkom sporazumu Strana, na zahtev jedne od Strana,
ukoliko druga Strana suštinski prekrši ovaj ugovor i u
drugim slučajevima, predviđenim važedim zakonima.
5. ODGOVORNOST STRANA
5.1. Pitanja nastala tumačenjem i primenom ovog ugovora
koja nisu regulisana ovim ugovorom regulišu se na osnovu
važedih zakona.
5.2. Prilikom promene podataka, sedišta, bankarskih
rekvizita svaka od strana je obavezna da drugu stranu o
tome obavesti.
5.3. Bilo kakve izmene ili dopune uz ovaj ugovor smatraju
se važedim ako su sačinjene u pismenoj formi i ako su ih
potpisali ovlašdeni predstavnici Strana.
5.4. Uslovi ovog ugovora i dopunskih sporazuma uz njega
predstavljaju poslovnu tajnu.
5.5. Posle potpisivanja ugovora sva prepiska i svi pregovori i
sporazumi gube svoju pravnu snagu, ako u ovom ugovoru
nema pozivanja na njih.
5.6. Ugovor je sačinjen u dva primerka od kojih svaki ima
jednaku pravnu snagu. Jedan primerak se nalazi kod
Davaoca naloga, a drugi kod Primaoca naloga.
6. ADRESE, REKVIZITI I POTPISI STRANA
Davalac naloga:
Individualni preduzetnik Grigorii Grabovoi PR KONSALTING
TECHNOLOGIES OF ETERNAL DEVELOPMENT
Adresa:
11102, Ulica Kneza Mihaila 21A, lok.113, Beograd, Srbija
E-mail: grigorii.grabovoi.pr@gmail.com
Skype: grigorii.grabovoi.pr
Tekudi račun u Raiffeisen Bank A.D.:

Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, France, Great Britain,
Denmark, Ireland, Greece, Portugal, Spain, Austria, Finland,
Sweden, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia,
Slovenia, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Bulgaria, Romania
and Croatia, as well as Serbia, the USA, South America,
India, Japan, China and Australia.
2.3. The Principal is obliged to issue, if necessary, the power
of attorney for the Attorney to carry out the actions
provided for in paragraph 1.1 of this Agreement.
3. COST OF SERVICES AND PAYMENT
3.1. The Remuneration of the Attorney is 10% , all taxes
included, of the income of the Principal, taxes included, for
all carried out by the Attorney sublicense agreements. The
payment of the remuneration is carried out in the case of
fulfillment of the conditions of the sublicense agreement.
4. TERM OF THE AGREEMENT AND ORDER OF ITS
CANCELLATION
4.1. This Agreement shall enter into force upon its
conclusion for the term of three years.
4.2. This Agreement may be prematurely terminated by
mutual agreement of the Parties; at the request of one of
the Parties; in case of material breach of this Agreement by
the other Party; in other cases, stipulated by the current
legislation.
5. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PARTIES
5.1. Issues arising from the interpretation and application of
this Agreement that are not regulated by the Agreement
shall be regulated on the basis of existing legislation.
5.2. In case of the data, location, bank details changes, each
Party is obliged to report it.
5.3. Any changes or additions to this agreement shall be
valid if made in writing and signed by the authorized
representatives of the Parties.
5.4. The terms of this Agreement and additional
agreements are confidential.
5.5. After signing of the Agreement all correspondence and
all negotiations and agreements lose their validity if they
are not referred to in this Agreement.
5.6. The Agreement is made in two copies, each having
equal legal force, one of which
Shall be kept by the Principal, the second one by the
Attorney.
6. ADDRESSES, DETAILS AND SIGNATURES OF THE PARTIES
The Principal:
Individual Entrepreneur Grigorii Grabovoi PR KONSALTING
TECHNOLOGIES OF ETERNAL DEVELOPMENT
Address:
11102, Ulica Kneza Mihaila 21A, lok.113, Belgrade, Serbia
E-mail: grigorii.grabovoi.pr@gmail.com
Skype: grigorii.grabovoi.pr
The account in Raiffeisenbank:
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IBAN (International Bank Account Number):
RS35265100000016199245
SWlFT/BlC:
RZBSRSBG
Raiffeisen Bank A.D., Beograd, D. Stanojevida 16
Dinarski račun: 265176031000055628

IBAN (International Bank Account Number):
RS35265100000016199245
SWlFT/BlC: RZBSRSBG
Raiffeisen Bank A.D., Belgrade, D. Stanojevica 16.
Account in dinars (RSD): 265176031000055628

Primalac naloga:
_______________________________________________
________________________________________________
______________________________________________
Adresa:
_______________________________________________
________________________________________________
______________________________________________
E-mail:
Skype:
Pasoš:
________________________________________________
______________________________________________

The Attorney:
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Address:
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
E-mail:
Skype:
Passport:
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Rekviziti banke:
________________________________________________
______________________________________________
________________________________________________
______________________________________________

Bank details:
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

POTPISI STRANA:
Davalac naloga:

SIGNATURES OF THE PARTIES:
The Principal:

_____________________ /Grigorii Grabovoi/

_____________________ /Grigorii Grabovoi/

Primalac naloga:

The Attorney:

_____________________ / ___________________ /

____________________ / _____________________ /

The PRK-1U device, and the connected to it round-the-clock individual web account for testing and using
of the device during 90 minutes, can be used by persons, who are not included in the list of Sublicensees.
But, by doing so, it is needed to apply for the participants to the e-mail address
grigorii.grabovoi.pr@gmail.com (copy of the letter to the e-mail grigorii.grabovoi.pr2@gmail.com), for 3
days prior to the testing.
It is necessary to give the full name of the participant, date of birth and date of conducting the testing.
You can learn about the financial conditions of the longer lasting testing by sending a request to the email grigorii.grabovoi.pr@gmail.com. Testing up to 8 minutes can be conducted without paying.
The paid for and the free of charge testing and using of the device, can be conducted for the goals of
providing for the using of the device by other people, for promoting and concluding Sublicense
Agreements for the use of the Education Program with PRK-1U.
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Declaration of Conformity
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Photocopies of the patent “Method for Prevention of Catastrophes and
Device for its Realization” and the patent “Information-Carrying System”
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The detailed information on patents with description is posted on the website
https://licenzija8.wordpress.com/patents/
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Photocopies of trademarks
The works, devices and activities conducted by Grigori Grabovoi are protected by trademarks:
Of the European Union “GRABOVOI®” with registration number No. 009414673 of February 18, 2011
(filing date September 30, 2010) and the European Union “GRIGORI GRABOVOI®” with registration
number No. 009414632 of 18 February 2011 (filing date September 30, 2010). The data about these
trademarks are given on the official website of the Office for harmonization in the internal market of the
European Union registering the trademarks http://oami.europa.eu/ows/rw/pages/index.en.do. Address:
Avenida de Europa, 4-03008 Alicante SPAIN, Telephone+3496 5139100;
Email:
information@oami.europa.eu
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Of Australia “GRABOVOI®” with registration number No. 1477713 of July 02, 2012 (the date of filing
March 01, 2012) and “GRIGORI GRABOVOI®” with registration number No. 1477714 of July 02, 2012
(the date of filing March 01, 2012). Data about these trademarks are given on the official website of the
Bureau of Intellectual property Australia (Intellectual Property Australia): http://www.ipaustralia.gov.au
Address: The Canberra Central Office, Ground Floor, Discovery House, 47 Bowes Street, Phillip ACT
2606; e-mail: assist@ipaustralia.gov.au
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Of Japan “GRABOVOI®” with registration number No. 1106610 of 14 February 2013 (the date of filing
of the application 01.03.2012 year) and “GRIGORI GRABOVOI®” has a registration number No.
1106611 of 14 February 2013 (the date of filing of the application 01.03.2012). Data about these
trademarks are given on the official website of the industrial property digital library (IPDL) of the patent
offices of Japan http://www.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/homepg_e.ipdl Japan Patent Office Address: 3-4-3
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8915, Japan E- mail: PA1B00@jpo.go.jp
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Of China (the People’s Republic of China). “GRABOVOI®” has a registration number № G1106610 of
October 01, 2012 (the date of filing of the application 01.03.2012) and “GRIGORI GRABOVOI®” has a
registration number No G1106611 of October 01, 2012 (the date of filing of the application 01.03.2012).
Data about these trademarks are given on the official website of the State Bureau of Intellectual Property
of the People’s Republic of China (SIPO) http://sbcx.saic.gov.cn/traide/ Postal code: 100028 Postbox:
No.100088 mailbox, 104 branch, Beijing, China E-mail: chinatrademarkdatabase@gmail.com Address:
Room 213, No. 14 Shuguangxili, Chaoyang, Beijing, China.
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Of the United States of America. «GRABOVOI®» has a registration number No. 4329566 of April 30,
2013 (filing date March 02, 2011) and “GRIGORI GRABOVOI®” has a registration number No.
85255853 of July 19, 2013 (filing date March 02, 2011). Data about these trademarks are given on the
official website of the Patent and Trademark office of the United States / United States Patent and
Trademark Office registering the trademarks http://www.uspto.gov Address: P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450,Telephone1-800-786-9199; Email: TrademarkAssistanceCenter@uspto.gov
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Certificate of the "Idvorsky Laboratories" on Compliance with the
accepted standards and the Report to the Certificate
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На сербском языке
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Certificate of the "Vinča Institute" on Compliance with the accepted
standards, and the first two pages and two pages at the end of the Report
to the Certificate
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